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Rhesus monkeys housed

in individual

Novak

cages sometimes develop a behavioral pathology

of self injurious behavior (SIB) involving biting which can lead
is

problematic both

in

human and non-human primate

unknown. However, some authors suggest
inasmuch as threats from other animals can

sometimes display threats prior

wounding. SIB

populations, and the causes are largely

that self biting in
elicit

to self-inflicted

SIB

in

monkeys

some

is

subjects,

linked to aggression

and monkeys with SIB

The purpose of this study was

to biting themselves.

to create a

"safe" aggressive encounter with another animal (through mirror exposure), to measure levels
of

mirror aggression

in

monkeys with and without SIB, and

to

determine the relationship between

mirror aggression and SIB. The subjects were 21 individually housed males (12 with a
veterinary record of SIB and 9 controls), and 10 socially housed males living in harem groups.

Behavioral and physiological data were collected on

all 3

1

subjects.

Monkeys were observed

during a baseline period and during four experimental sessions (2 mirror exposed and 2 mirror
closed). All males, regardless of group threatened

more during

than during the closed mirror or baseline conditions. Males

in

the exposed mirror condition

harem groups actually showed

higher levels of aggression to their mirror image than any of the individually housed males.

Mirror aggression was not related with biting rates and showed only a weak negative correlation
with

CSF 5-HIAA. Thus

this

procedure did not demonstrate that monkeys with SIB are more

aggressive than individually housed controls, nor did

it

between social aggression and self injurious behavior.

iv

demonstrate that there

is

a relationship
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

Self injurious behavior (SIB), characterized by
self directed wounding,
disturbing

known about

Little is

hair,

in

phenomenon observed

poke

more

its

at their eyes,

in a small percentage of laboratory

origin, treatment, or prevention.

and even

bite themselves.

IS

a

housed monkeys.

Some monkeys

pull out their

However, monkeys with SIB engage

intense self biting which causes injury and results in

damage severe enough

to

require veterinary intervention. There are substantial individual differences
in the
severity

and

fi-equently

intensity of these self-directed acts.

and seldom

inflict

wounds; others

Some

animals bite themselves

bite rarely but

do. Approximately ten percent of singly housed research

which necessitates medical
effort, in

our laboratory

(NERPRC),
engage

to learn

attention. This significant

at the

wound themselves when they

macaques engage

in behavior

number has driven an extensive

New England Regional Primate Research Center

more about SIB and

in self destructive behavior.

By

to discern

what may cause some animals

to

understanding the underlying determinants of this

behavior, be they intrinsically or extrinsically motivated, more effective treatments can be

identified.

1

Potential

Ci^u<i(^^

^f^m

There are a variety of possible explanations
behaviors seen both in
that there is only

human and animal

one antecedent

and quite conceivable

human

literature will

because this

is

populations.

It is

to self injurious behaviors

of self injurious

almost impossible to consider

obsewed

that there are multiple causes for this
behavior

individual. For this reason, a

the

for the occurrence

number of hypotheses must be

in all individuals,

even within a single

explored.

Examples from

be incorporated into the discussion of hypotheses
for SIB

also a problem in a portion of the

human

population.

Some

percentage of

imprisoned, profoundly mentally retarded, and autistic individuals
engage in SIB, and
similar to

monkey

populations, health care providers are struggling for solutions.

To be

discussed in the following section are some of the possible motivations for SIB.
The
discussion will be divided into various categories of possible causes including the

hypotheses of social determinants, inadequate sensory stimulation, learning,
physiological factors, and finally the possibility of SIB as an abnormal form of social
aggression. Because the terms self aggression and SIB are used interchangeably in the

human

literature,

they will be used as such in the following discussion of hypotheses.

Social Deprivation Hypothesis

Early rearing experiences are

known

to

have profound behavioral effects on

rhesus monkeys. The most severe outcomes are yielded by rearing monkeys, from

in total isolation

and

birth,

to a lesser degree in partial isolation. Total isolation entails a

complete lack of interaction with other monkeys from

2

birth

whereas individuals in

partial

social isolation can often see, hear,

& Deni,

1979).

and smell conspecifics, but cannot
touch them (Er
irwin

Some of the most regularly

observed outcomes resulting from the

experience of isolation rearing in macaques are
unusually high levels of hostility

manifested towards the self and others, as well as
stereotyped motor patterns.

Commonly

seen behaviors associated with isolation syndrome
include stereotypies such as pacing,
rocking, and swaying, as well as self-directed behaviors
including self-orality, self-

and self biting. Social

clasping,

isolation at a very

young age has both immediate and

delayed debilitating effects on the social behaviors of rhesus
monkeys. The
observations

shown immediately

submission.

As

hostility

after isolation are

abnormally high levels of fear and

the animal matures, the fearftil behaviors

become

associated with

and hyperaggression. Suicidal attacks on large aduh males and

against infants are not

uncommon

initial

brutal aggression

(Mitchell, 1968). In a study comparing isolation-

reared and non-deprived monkeys, isolation-reared males showed self biting in
observations, isolation-reared females

showed

self biting in

35%

non-deprived animals showed virtually no self-damage (Jones
should be

made

in isolation.

clear that self biting

The

also seen in

difference between the

non-isolate reared

&Deni,

is

monkeys

two

is

50%

of

of observations, and

& Barraclough,

1978).

monkeys which have not been

It

reared

a lower frequency of these behaviors in

as well as the lack of other "isolation-like" behaviors (Erwin

1979).

Monkeys can

also be "isolated" later in life after they have been normally reared

in social groups. Individual cage housing

is

a housing condition often used in laboratory

3

settings, especially in

biomedical

facilities.

In this scenario,

monkeys

are

removed from

their social

groups and housed individually as adolescents
or adults because of research

protocols.

When housed

in this

mamier, individually housed monkeys
sometimes

develop self-injurious behavior. Although many
researchers believe that social
deprivation

is

the root cause of SIB, the vast majority
of monkeys housed in individual

cages do not acquire the disorder. Thus other factors
must be involved.

Stimulation Hvpothesis

The

self-stimulation hypothesis states that a certain level of
stimulation

necessary for an organism, and

may engage

when

activity occurs at

an insufficient

in stereotyped behaviors, including SIB, as a

sensory stimulation. In this case, SIB

is

means

viewed as a response

to

environment which increases levels of stimulation. Repp, Felce,

employed the

tactic

of increasing the

children and the environment

occurred.

(i.e.,

rate

to provide the necessary

an impoverished sensory

& Barton (1988)

teacher, aide, or teaching materials)

who

organism

of contact between developmental ly disabled

The children were previously assessed

behaviors. For those individuals

level, the

is

when SIB

for likely causes of their self injurious

appeared to engage in SIB because of low levels of

sensory stimulation, the technique of increasing contact between the child and

environment was effective

in reducing maladaptive behaviors. In another study, the

incidence of SIB in mentally retarded children was measured and compared in barren

environmental conditions (no play objects) versus an environment with play objects. The

rates

of SIB were lower

in the object-filled environment. Furthermore, there

4

was a

negative correlation between frequency of
object manipulation and occurrence
of self
injurious or stereotypical behaviors (Carr,
1977).

The

way

in

self-stimulation hypothesis does not

non-human

seem

to operate in precisely the

same

primates. There have been several attempts to
reduce abnormal

behaviors in non-human primates by increasing the complexity
of the environment.

Researchers have evaluated the effects of toys, television, and
foraging devices (Bayne,

Mainzer, Dexter, Campbell, Yamada,

Although enrichment devices seem
pacing), they have relatively

In one case, a

little

monkey showed

& Suomi,

1991

& Bayne, Dexter, & Suomi,1992).

some kinds of stereotyped behavior

to reduce

(e.g.

impact on SIB. However, there are a few exceptions.

a highly routinized pattern of biting.

He would

lift

his

foot to his face, gently stroke his face with his toes several times, and then violently grab
his leg with his

rubber

Kong

would pick

it

two hands and vigorously

toy,

he was observed to engage

up with

vigorously bite

it.

bite his ankle. After being given a portable

his foot, stroke his

in the

same sequence with

the toy.

He

cheek with the toy, and then grab the toy and

His biting behavior wasn't reduced, but

it

was

redirected.

Nonetheless, unlike the work with children, increasing the complexity of the physical

environment does not appear

to reduce behavioral pathology in

In contrast to the self stimulation hypotheses where SIB

monkeys.

is

viewed as a response

impoverished stimulation, the tension reduction hypothesis suggests

that

SIB

is

a

response to heightened or overloaded stimulation. High levels of tension are also

5

to

reported to precede SIB. Self-mutilation
has been frequently reported in
incarcerated
populations.

One of the

leading hypotheses for self-mutilation
in prisoners involves the

tension reduction model. This model identifies
self-mutilation as a coping strategy aimed
at

reducing escalating negative emotions brought
about by interpersonal conflict, fear of

rejection,

abandonment, or separation. Prisoners who engage

in

SIB reportedly

injure

themselves without feeling pain, and subsequently experience
tension relief In one
controlled study of self-mutilation in prisoners,

it

was found

that there are both emotional

and physiological differences between individuals who engage
not. Controls in this study

SIB and those who do

in

responded to self-mutilative imagery

scripts

with increased

emotional and physiological arousal whereas self-mutilating prisoners not
only described
subjective feelings of relief associated the

same

scripts,

but also showed indications of

reduced physiological arousal (Haines, Williams, Brain,
circumstances

qualities

it

it

appears that SIB

is

& Wilson,

1995).

Under these

reinforced and maintained by the tension reducing

brings about.

Another condition thought

to elicit self injurious behavior

is

frustration.

Frustration can be defined as a condition produced by interference with goal directed

activity.

Self aggression

frustration such as a

frustration

on

is

especially prevalent

cagemate or an inanimate

self aggression,

when there

6

for the

of the effect of

& Charbonnier (1992) tested

individuals from a social trio on a delayed response task.

more

no external channel

object. In a study

DeMonte, Anderson,

interpretation of self aggression studies

is

Though

difficult, results

social housing

suggested that SIB

makes

occmred more frequently when a

when the

was performing

subject

social partner

when

the subject

participating in a rewarded task than

for reward. Self aggression

while the subject was alone observing another
task than

was

trio

was

also found to be higher

member participating

was with another animal while observing

in the

the third social

partner working for reward. These data support the
notion that frustration
in

monkeys who

are predisposed to this behavior and that

housed with no external

it

is

may

more frequent

outlet for frustration. Frustration resulting

rewaided

in

elicit

SIB

animals

from extinction of a

previously rewarded lever pressing task was studied in isolate-reared
and non-isolate
reared

monkeys (Gluck

& Sackett,

1974). These authors reported a higher overall degree

of self aggression during the extinction phase of the experiment, especially
reared monkeys.

aggression

The authors conclude

when

frustrated. Lastly, a study

aggression during a

in

that isolates exhibited

more

in the isolate-

intense self

of stumptail monkeys reported increased

firistrating social situation

self

(competition for a milk bottle), as well as

an individual setting (a desired food out of reach) (Chamove, Anderson,

& Nash,

1984).

Learning Hypothesis

One of the

learning/motivation hypotheses of self injurious behavior

is

positive reinforcement. Responses followed by positive reinforcement persist.

the information

from the human

that

of

Much

of

on the positive reinforcement hypothesis of self injurious behavior comes
literature.

A substantial percentage of mentally retarded, autistic, and

schizophrenic individuals engage in some form of undesirable stereotyped motor activity

7

or self injurious behavior. In attempts
at reducing these behaviors,
operant learning

techniques are used. There

evidence that

is

if

SIB

is

continuing to occur due to positive

reinforcers (attention from caregivers),
removal of those reinforcers can greatly
reduce or

eliminate SIB (Carr, 1977).

Repp

et al.

(1988) assessed the motivations for SIB in

developmentally disabled children. Using students

who were

assessed as being positively

reinforced for SIB, they trained the teachers to ignore
the behaviors and not encourage

them by giving

attention.

The

behaviors. Although there

is

results indicated a

much

marked decrease

in self injurious

evidence supporting the positive reinforcement

hypothesis of SIB in humans, there are few findings to support the
importance of social
reinforcers for

SIB

in

may engage

SIB

for attention

in

non-human

primates. Regardless, the hypothesis that

from caretakers cannot be discounted. Caretakers may

unknowingly reinforce SIB by giving

attention to the animal or attempting to distract

from these behaviors with desirable foods or

is

is

that of negative reinforcement.

maintained by the termination or avoidance of an aversive

stimulus following the occurrence of a self injurious

reinforcement occurs

it

toys.

The other motivation/learning hypothesis of SIB
This theory argues that SIB

monkeys

when developmentally

removal of task demands. However,

act.

An example

of negative

disabled children engage in SIB for the

if the tasks are

not removed such that the occurrence

of SIB no longer has the consequence of terminating the aversive stimulus, the episodes
of SIB decline in frequency (Carr, 1977). In the non-human primate realm, a

is

direct stare

considered a threat. Caretakers will often avert their gaze or distance themselves from

8

a

monkey engaging

in

SIB

in

an attempt

learn the relationship between

caretaker),

stumptail

which

to get the

animal to stop. Thus a monkey

SIB and the removal of an unpleasant stimulus

in turn reinforces SIB.

reported that within

It is

macaques ignore bouts of self aggression

in

by other monkeys may also be negatively reinforcing

(Chamove

& Anderson,

monkey

may

(the

interactions,

each other. Removal of attention
to the individual

engaging in SIB

1981).

Physiological Hypotheses

Although SIB may be
have

elicited

differential susceptibility to

hypothesis states that SIB

result

is

by

certain environmental events, individuals

may

SIB based on physiological determinants. The organic

the product of aberrant physiological processes. This

is

the

of genetically produced aberration such as Lesch-Nyhan or de Lange Syndromes.

Lesch-Nyhan Syndrome

is

a genetic defect afflicting males only.

manifestations include compulsive

Lange Syndrome

lip,

Its

behavioral

tongue, and finger biting. Individuals with de

are also reported to exhibit self biting as well as self scratching (Carr,

1977).

The pain hypothesis suggests
preexisting medical conditions.

that

SIB may be a reaction

The connection between

to pain

self injury

produced by

and pain might sound

counterintuitive, but there are clinical case studies supporting this view. In one study,

after

an outbreak of Shigella, 14 of 35 individually housed rhesus monkeys began

showing

self aggression, in the

form of self biting,

9

to specific

body

regions.

The

veterinarian

was able

were occurring

to

show

in relation to

the source of the problem

that these location specific
instances

movement of the corresponding

was

reactive arthritis brought

of self aggression

limbs. X-rays revealed that

on by the Shigella

infection.

Following treatment with a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drug for two to three weeks,
the self aggressive behaviors were eliminated
(Rowell, personal communication). This

phenomenon has

also been reported in

human

subjects. In another study

of

nongenetically based SIB, head banging behavior in some
children appeared to be
associated with a painful middle ear infection

have been a form of pain

It is

relief (Carr,

1

(otitis

media). Thus, head banging

may

977).

also hypothesized that stereotypic and self aggressive behaviors

may be

rewarding in and of themselves, perhaps through self narcosis. Certain behavioral
are

known

to induce the release

acts

of endogenous opioids and produce a degree of analgesia

(Rushen, 1993). If individuals engage in SIB for
physiologically addicted to their

this reason, they

own endogenous

opioids.

can be thought of as

Such individuals use

self

injury to experience the euphoric effects of the opioid surge following these behaviors

(King, 1993). However,

it is

unclear whether this process

is

activated during episodes of

SIB.

The obsessive compulsive

disorder

promising for a number of reasons.

First,

other behaviors similar to those with

(OCD)

theory of SIB in

humans who engage

OCD, and

10

in

humans looks

SIB tend

to

demonstrate

second, interventions effective in treating

OCD are also often effective in treating SIB.
SIB

The

largest

human population

to

engage

in

are those afflicted with profound
mental retardation and autism. In a
survey of

maladaptive behavior in mentally retarded
populations, a relationship was found
between
self injury

and self restraint expressed

in

such behaviors as binding one's hands
in

clothing or keeping hands in pockets. This finding

may

support the notion that self

restraining behavior ftinctions to resist compulsive
self injury (King, 1993). In such
cases

where protective

restraints are necessary,

removal of these

restraints.

It is

some

patients experience anxiety

upon the

possible that the restraints are reinforcing, and
perhaps

calming in that they serve as a safety from

self-inflicted acts. In patients

with

OCD,

anxiety provoking situations increase the frequency of the compulsive
behaviors. The

removal of restraints, which
self injurious behaviors,

is

if thought to

be a safety from the compulsive and potentially

anxiety producing and hence likely to induce additional self

injury.

If there is a connection

between

OCD and SIB, there should be similarities in
OCD and SIB

in

humans have

same physiological systems may be

at

work, namely

treatment. In the past, pharmacological treatments for

been

similar, suggesting that the

those areas influenced by serotonin. Treatment of OCD with agents such as

clomipramine, fluoxetine, and fluvoxamine tend to be most

5-HT uptake

blockers. Similar drugs, also acting as

have been reported to be successful

in treatment

underlying serotonergic abnormalities

may

5-HT

of SIB

in

effective.

act as

agonists, such as buspirone

humans implying

foster the expression

11

These drugs

of both

that

OCD and SIB

(King, 1993). Despite the interesting link
between

been no research on

this topic in

OCD and SIB

monkeys. The problem stems,

operationalize obsessions and compulsions in

nonhuman

in

humans, there has

in part,

from trying

to

primates.

SIB as So cial Aggression Hvp nthesk

One of the most

interesting possibilities is whether

SIB

is

an aberrant form of

redirected social aggression. Redirected social aggression
can be described by an

individual

who

receives a threat from a dominant animal, and responds
by threatening a

subordinate animal, sometimes enlisting the support of the original
aggressor toward the

new

victim (Anderson

& Chamove,

individually housed animals

1981). Self aggression

who have no target

their cages, objects within their cages, or their

Directing an animal's attention

environment

may

away from

is

seen most extensively in

for their aggressive responses other than

own bodies (Anderson & Chamove,
own body and toward the

its

1980).

physical

be one approach to reducing self aggression. Anderson and Stoppa

(1980) report aggressive behavior aimed toward play objects within the cage.

An

individually housed animal responding to aggression, either from or toward other

individually housed animals, within the

same room, has no

outlet for the behavior.

Unlike true social housing where agonistic episodes between two or more animals
in physical contact, individually

housed animals do not have

this option.

highly aroused animal takes out the aggression on the only thing

(Chamove

& Anderson,

1981). Self aggression

housed monkeys. This behavior may have

to

is

can,

In theory, a

its

own body

also occasionally seen in socially

do with
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it

results

control.

An animal which is

being

threatened by a dominant and does
not feel comfortable threatening
another animal in
response, or

may

is

the lowest ranking and has no
other animal

self aggress as a

more favorable option

animal. At the very least,

severity of the

is

subordinate to

to being aggressed against

when an animal engages

punishment (Anderson

who

& Chamove,

in self biting,

it

itself,

by another

has control over the

1981). All of these theories of self

aggression as a resuh of misguided social aggression
are conceivable, but as of yet
inconclusive.

That SIB might represent some form of redirected

by

similarities

social aggression is supported

between the expression of SIB and aggression. For monkeys,

probably the most

common form

self-directed biting

of contact aggression directed

sometimes have a

from a neighboring monkey may

monkeys with SIB may

distinctly aggressive tone. For example, threats

elicit self biting in

a

monkey with

SIB. Furthermore,

Our own data on monkeys with SIB suggest

show higher

is

Episodes of

display threatening gestures toward others or their

prior to biting themselves.

individuals not only

to others.

biting

own

bodies

that these

baseline levels of threats than controls, but that threats

frequently precede episodes of self biting in these monkeys. Finally, self inflicted

wounding has been observed

in a

between two female monkeys

human primates have

monkey when he watched

aggressive encounters

in a nearby cage (Tinklepaugh, 1928).

It is

clear that non-

the capacity to be highly aggressive. Consequently, the view that

SIB as an abnormal manifestation of social aggression may be a reasonable
from which

to study this

phenomenon.
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starting point

Many nonhuman primate
It is

species are

known

for their generally aggressive
natures.

a logical next step to focus on a connection
between the self biting and mutilation

reported in research

entire

monkeys and

macaque family tends

naturally occurring social aggression.
In general, the

to be relatively combative,

and agonism

entrenched aspect of their behavioral repertoire.
Aggression

between familiar animals as a means

not

xenophobic nature.
threatening,

life

It is

wounding

and because both

becomes possible

The

latter is

commonly seen

in free-ranging

monkey

1971). Because

societies as a

macaques

tails,

is

and

serious, if

consequence of

are so frequently used in

self and social aggression are exhibited

to study the similarities

and

considered an example of

not unusual to observe missing digits,

some form of aggression (Lindburg,
laboratories,

quite

a deeply

to maintain social order within
groups

especially prevalent between unfamiliar animals.

their

is

is

by them,

it

between these phenomena.

Social Aggression

Degree, frequency, and severity of aggression in primate societies varies by
species.

Some

live very

harmoniously with infrequent episodes of aggression, whereas

others routinely engage in aggressive behavior.

macaques

Macaques

in general,

and rhesus

in particular, are notorious for their high levels of aggression (Southwick,

1967, Bernstein, Williams,

& Ramsay,

potentially destructive behavior

seems

1983).

to

One of the main theories

as to

be prevalent in rhesus macaques

is

why

such a

the need to

maintain the integrity of the social structure. In macaque social groups the dominance
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hierarchy

is

extremely important and aggression

may

function to preserve the order.

Perceived, not necessarily actual, violations
of the social code can be enough to

aggressive reaction from group

members

(Bernstein

& Gordon,

elicit

1974). Social hierarchies

are obviously advantageous to those high
ranking, with regard to access to
food and

water, receptive females, and general well-being.
But hierarchies also benefit the entire

group, evident by the fact that they are maintained
by the joint action of the dominant and

subordinate animals. Social ranks are found in natural
environments thus indicating that

they

may have some

adaptive value (Deag, 1977). Without the maintenance
of order, a

chaotic state of random aggression could be the consequence,
resulting in

much more

frequent and severe forms of intragroup aggression.

Two

greatest potential to provoke aggression in

are the introduction of unfamiliar

monkeys

animals, and competition for resources (Bernstein

circumstances which have the

& Gordon,

1974).

In studies of group formation, the levels of aggression in the

introduction are

much higher than

seen

at

at the point

when

80%

at

once. This

to

1 1

was reported

of social interaction during the

was reported

is

often settled within a very short time period,

the order has been accepted, the most intense forms of aggression

dramatically decline. In one study,

compound

hour of

any other time (Bernstein, 1964).

Determination of the dominance hierarchy

and

first

previously unfamiliar animals were introduced to a

to result in aggression accounting for

first

more than

hour. Additionally, the frequency of aggression

be 20 times more frequent than during any other time within the 75 days

after the initial introduction.

Subsequent examination of the hierarchy indicated
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that

no

major changes occurred

after the initial determinations

1963). These data suggest

initial

& Mason,

were made (Bernstein

aggressive outbursts are in

some way necessary

to avoid

more severe forms of aggression.

The

subject of aggression in response to inadequate
physical space

and well researched
will be

many

be higher than

to obtain resources. Therefore, if

animals within small territory boundaries, competition
and fighting will
in areas

with fewer members or larger

territories.

Early observations

reported findings which supported this notion. In captive settings, space
artificially

is

thought to be

confined and animals are in closer proximity to each other than they would
be

in a natural setting. Alexander

& Roth (1970) found that confining a social group of

Japanese monkeys, from a two acre coral

to

an important

topic. In fi-ee-ranging conditions, if
population density is high, there

more competition and heightened aggression

there are

is

2.3% of their accustomed

home cage

pen which

to a

area, increased aggression.

Studies such as

a negative correlation between living space and aggression in
general assumption that these same patterns applied to

monkeys. Later studies negated
housing by increased
(Drickamer, 1973).

affiliative

It is

all

this belief by reporting

restricted the

monkey

this,

group

which found

groups, led to the

research facility housed

compensation for more crowded

behaviors such as grooming and sexual postures

currently believed that

monkeys tend

to avoid conflict

reduce tension in confined living spaces through coping mechanisms such as

and reconciliatory behaviors (Novak, O'Neill,
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& Suomi,

1992

& de Waal,

and

affiliative

1989).

Food competition
housing, food

compete

is

is

known to be

sometimes placed

in

another motivation for aggression.
In facility

one central location thereby forcing
animals

to

for access to food. Early field
studies reported that artificial feeding
in one

small area, as found with the local towns people
feeding monkeys in India, increases
the

frequency of aggression (Southwick, Siddiqi, Farooqui,

& Pal,

1976). This finding

was

largely translated directly to socially housed
laboratory animals. However,
current

research indicates that food dispersion produces

little

tension,

dominance

determines the priority of access to food (Boccia, Laudenslager,
again

is

& Reite,

status usually

1988). Here

evidence that there are coping mechanisms employed to
compensate for

laboratory housing.

It is

true that once fighting breaks out in enclosed groups,
the

potential for severe injury

is

great due to inability to escape.

On the

other hand, wild

groups do not necessarily employ the use of high fi-equencies of conciliatory behaviors
avoid aggression in the

first

to

place.

There appear to be certain protocols and accepted rules of monkey aggression.
Adult males have the largest weapons,
in contact

their canines,

and therefore are the most dangerous

forms of aggression. What has been reported from observations of aggressive

episodes are certain ritualized forms of restraint.

animals inmiediately assume a submissive

role.

When groups

Although those animals are not

protected from attack, the kind of aggression directed at them

aggression directed at "fighters" (Bernstein, Gordon,

submissive animals continue to receive, and accept
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are being formed,

& Rose,

bites,

is

some

entirely

different fi"om the

1974). Generally,

but from incisors, not canines.

A helpless or submitting animal who receives a canine slash
itself in

response to "dirty fighting" (Bernstein

ample opportunity and perhaps reason

& Gordon,

for aggression

will turn

around and protect

1974). Although there

is

between members of primate

groups, nothing creates intense levels of fighting
like the introduction of new
animals to
established groups.

Xenophobia and Hvpe r

Social

Ap prp^^ginn

Studies surveying the magnitude of primate xenophobia
have yielded some very
interesting findings.

Xenophobia describes

reaction to them, displayed by monkeys.

monkeys

is

that

when

the intense fear of strangers and aggressive

The general understanding with regard

social strangers are introduced to an established group,
aggressive

intolerance and severe violence

is

the norm.

One of the

notion that aggressive behavior toward strangers

this is

to rhesus

observed in the wild as well as

is

issues to be discussed

is

the

a naturally occurring phenomenon,

in laboratory housing.

Another point

is that

the

gender composition of the group as well as the gender and age of the newcomer are
important in the manifestation and severity of aggression. Finally, some potential causes

of pathological levels of social aggression will be discussed

Rhesus monkeys are known
tendencies. For this reason

it is

for their pugnacious

al.,

detail.

new rhesus monkeys

to each

1974, Bernstein et al, 1974). Evidence

of this xenophobia has been repeatedly observed and reported
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some

temperaments and xenophobic

very difficult to introduce

other and to established groups (Southwick et

in

in captive settings.

The

question of whether xenophobia
in free-ranging groups

monkey

is

an

artifact

of confinement or

was studied by Southwick

et al. (1974).

if

it,

in fact, does

happen

Free-ranging rhesus

troops in India were the subjects of
stranger introductions. Southwick

et al.

found clear cut examples of xenophobia, defined
as intolerance and aggression
toward
social strangers

varied in

of the same species,

member

size,

composition,

in all but three

home

of the 23 introductions. The troops

range space, as well as

home

range condition

(urban or farm). The three instances where aggression
toward the stranger was not noted

involved infant introductions.

one year of age, and

in

exception, every other

Of these three

exceptional cases, the infants were

cases, troop females "adopted" the infants.
Without

newcomer

introduced, regardless of size, sex, or age, was, within

from the general

Surprisingly, only one death resulted from the introductions,

in the disappearance

42% to 822%

under

two of the

five minutes, violently attacked unremittingly until the stranger fled

vicinity.

all

all

others resulting

of the strangers. Comparisons of baseline aggression ratings yielded

increases in aggressive activity from the resident group within the

first

hour

of introduction.

Xenophobic reactions

also vary

by

sex. Bernstein et

groups of rhesus monkeys differing in composition

(i.e. all

al.,

1974 studied various

male,

all

female, mixed

groups). Males and females were introduced singly to these groups. In agreement with

the

Southwick

within the

first

et al.

(1974) findings, the most intense violent reactions were observed

few minutes of the

introduction. In general, males introduced to

all

male

host groups initiated and received extremely high levels of aggression. Males introduced
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to all female host groups initiated

and received much lower levels of
aggression. In most

of these cases, the males were able to quickly

ally

themselves with certain females and

take over the group. Interestingly, males
introduced to heterogeneous host
groups

received as

there

was

much

aggression as from the

less physical

all

male host groups, the difference being

damage. Single females introduced

to all

that

male host groups

experienced lower levels of aggression than average, as
did single females when
introduced to heterogeneous groups. These findings indicate
that males tend to be more
aggressive (use fighting strategies for longer periods of time
before submitting) resulting
in

more

rate

difficulty integrating into

new

groups. This

may

account for the high mortality

of emigrating males from natal troops in the wild, as well as the

males together in laboratory

It is

settings.

quite clear that rhesus

militant behavior

difficulty in housing

macaques have a considerable tendency toward

and aggressive outbursts. But even within

group, there are individual differences in aggression levels.

this largely

combative

Of considerable

interest is

a

small percentage of animals (5%) that develop unusually high levels of aggression and

appear to exhibit highly impulsive behavior. Research on aggression and impulsivity has
repeatedly found that individuals with low cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) concentrations of 5-

hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), a measure of CNS serotonin activity, tend to be
violent toward others and themselves and have impaired impulse control. Apparently, in

both

human and non-human

5-HIAA and

primate subjects, there

is

a negative correlation between

CSF

a tendency for highly aggressive and impulsive behavior (Mehlman, Higley,
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Faucher, Lilly, Taub, Vickers, Suomi,

& Linnoila,

Linnoila, Vickers, 1992, Brown, Linnoila,

found in

CSF 5-HIAA

repeated samples. For

1994, Higley, Mehlman, Taub, Soumi,

& Goodwin,

levels tend to be trait-like,

humans and primates

1990). Individual differences

showing consistency over time with

alike, this

means

that individuals with

aggressive, impulsive, and socially inappropriate
behaviors tend to have lower than

average levels of CNS serotonin. In humans, these
low serotonin individuals often are

diagnosed with personality disorders and are over
represented in prison populations.
Conversely, individuals with higher than average levels
of CSF

and inhibited

in their behavior,

implications for low serotonin

taking, early emigration

from

5-HIAA tend to be

rigid

sometimes showing obsessive symptoms. The

monkeys

are higher mortality rates due to fighting and
risk

natal troops,

and

difficulty

immigrating into

new troops due

to inappropriate social behaviors.

In a series of three related studies of a population of free-ranging rhesus monkeys,
clear indications of the negative correlation

between

CSF 5-HIAA and aggression ratings,

impaired impulse control, and social difficulty were documented (Higley, Mehlman,

Taub, Higley, Suomi, Linnoila,

& Vickers,

1992,

Higley, Faucher, Lilly, Taub, Vickers, Suomi,

male rhesus monkeys were targeted
engage

in aggressive confrontations,

Mehlman

& Linnoila,

et al, 1994,

and

Twenty

1995).

for behavioral observation

due

scarring, observations

intensity of aggression (displacements, stationary threats, chases,
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eight

young

to their tendency to

later cerebrospinal fluid taps

were taken. Such measurements as wounds and

and Mehlman,

and blood samples
of escalating

and physical

assaults).

risk taking behavior (long,

group members, and age

at

dangerous leaps high

in the tree

canopy), sociality with other

emigration were recorded. In combination,
these three studies

found that low levels of CSF 5-HIAA

in

aggressivity, but also increased social

awkwardness manifested

and early rejection from

affiliations

monkeys

natal troops,

translates not only into elevated

in

diminished social

and increased levels of dangerous,

potentially life threatening, behaviors.

The human

clinical

psychology

literature

has identified a relationship between

aggression, directed both at the self and others, and the
serotonin metabolite

HIAA,

in a

number of pathological

CSF

5-

populations. Individuals with such destructive

impulse control disorders as pyromania, pathological gambling, kleptomania,
and
intermittent explosive disorder have been found to have relatively low
levels of CSF 5-

HIAA.

Additionally, aggressive behavior and low serotonin levels have been found
to be

most prominent among the personality
personality disorders

also

et al., 1990).

Adults diagnosed with conduct disorder (CD)

show impulsive-aggressive behavior associated with reduced

5-HIAA.
low

(Brown

disorders, especially antisocial and borderline

levels

It

concentrations of CSF

has also been reported that patients suffering from depression

also have

of CSF 5-HIAA show an increased incidence of attempted suicide by violent

means. Postmortem studies of suicide victims also show decreased

HIAA

who

in the brainstem,

(Stein, Hollander,

and

levels

this holds particularly true for the victims

& Liebowitz,

of CSF 5-

of violent suicide

1993). Generally speaking, the disorders associated with
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low brain

levels

of serotonin are those

in

which the

criteria include aggression,

impulsiveness, and social deviance.

Assessing Aggression Hxperimentally

Measuring aggression in captive populations of
monkeys can be an extremely
time consuming and imprecise undertaking considering
the opportunistic nature of the
data collection. In order to obtain information in any sort
of regular or controlled fashion,
it is

often necessary to create an aggression arousing situation.
Unfortunately, one of the

most assured ways of getting an aggressive response from monkeys,
and rhesus monkeys
in particular, is to introduce

an unfamiliar monkey. Because of the certain danger

introduction poses to both parties, this method

in

which

is less

to observe aggression is in a controlled

One way
unfamiliar

in

monkey

certainty, that

which
is to

to

than ideal. The most desirable

manner

that

way

minimizes physical contact.

accomplish a safe and controlled introduction of an

use mirrors.

non-human

this

It

has been discovered, to a large degree of

primates, with the exception of some ape species, are not

capable of self-recognition. Therefore, an encounter with a mirror image mimics an

encounter with a novel animal but eliminates the danger of physical aggression.

When

challenged with a mirror, monkeys generally respond socially since they are unable to

comprehend
is

that the

image

at

which they

inevitably aggressive, because the

are looking,

monkeys

is

themselves. The

response

believe they are looking at a stranger.

Depending on the individual's housing condition, the response can
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initial

escalate, incorporating

recruitment of agonistic aid from other
group
It is

amazing

to

members and

watch a rhesus monkey mother

her ventrum and

become

She never comes

infuriated

to understand,

sit

in front

redirected social aggression.

of a mirror with an infant on

by the image of "another female"
holding her

even while repeatedly looking down

ventrum, to the mirror image, and back, that the
image

is

at the infant

infant.

on her

of herself Eventually, with

time, the aggressive and other social responses
decline in reaction to a mirror
challenge.

Mirror manipulation

(e.g.

movement

and Gallup (1986) have reported
of exposure,

is

enough

that

to a

new

location) can reinstate responding.
Suarez

changing the location of the mirror,

after

a lifetime

to dramatically increase the social reaction
to a mirror in a socially

housed pair of eight year old rhesus monkeys. Additionally, the removal
and subsequent
reintroduction of the mirror to the

elicited

renewed

same

pair of rhesus

social reaction to the mirror (Gallup

monkeys,

& Suarez,

five years later, also

1991).

What

is

especially prevalent in the reports of monkey social responses to a mirror, are
species
typical behaviors indicative of tension and aggression (Hall, 1962, Eglash

1983, Anderson

& Chamove,

1986).

The advantage of the mirror method

& Snowdon,
is that

the

subjects are exposed to an unfamiliar animal without the hazards of actual physical

contact, reducing the risk of harm.

In the present study, the lack of self recognition in rhesus

our advantage in creating an aggression arousing

situation.

monkeys was used

to

The animals were challenged

with a mirror, placed outside of their reach, to induce aggressive response and allow our

data collection to

commence with

little

danger of injury or death to the subjects.
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Purpose
In the present study

relationship

between

we

attempted to design a method to
determine

if there

was

a

social aggression and SIB. This
relationship can be thought of in

terms of a commonality in the frequency of occurrence

(i.e.

high social aggression

translating into high SIB), as well as a link between
the behaviors

(i.e.

does social

aggression trigger SIB). Animals living in two different
housing conditions were used as
subjects.

Ten

subjects lived in

harem

settings with single

males and multiple females

with their offspring in indoor/outdoor pens; the remaining 21
subjects were housed
individually in various sized indoor cages. Twelve of these

monkeys had a veterinary

record of SIB, meaning that they required veterinary treatment (suturing) for
self-inflicted

wounds. These monkeys had been studied
data revealed that

for at least

monkeys with SIB had higher

one year prior

to this study

and

baseline levels of threat and self biting as

well as lower levels of affiliative behaviors. Baseline behavioral data were collected on
all

of the subjects. These data included social and non-social categories including

and self aggression. The animals were then presented with a mirror challenge and

same behaviors were scored with
compared

social

the

the mirror present. Baseline behaviors were then

to mirror challenged behaviors

from which an indication of the

individual's

aggressive propensities could be established. In addition, blood and cerebrospinal fluid

samples were collected from each of the subjects

to

determine whether there was a

correlation between aggression and physiological factors. Because animals housed in

individual cages exist in deprived conditions, the question arose as to what constitutes an
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appropriate control group.

controls, but

we

also

We

selected individually housed

examined the behavior of males

in

monkeys without SIB

harem groups

to provide

as our

some

perspective on the responses of individually
housed males. These harem males
served as

a second control group. Based on the findings
of previous studies,
subjects

would

react aggressively toward their mirror
images. If there

between social aggression and SIB, we would expect

1.

we

Monkeys with SIB would show

expected that

is

all

a relationship

to find that:

stronger reactions to their mirror image
than

individually housed controls.

2.

Monkeys with SIB would

exhibit slower habituation to the mirror stimulus than

individually housed controls.

3.

Seeing their mirror image would serve as a trigger for self biting

4.

There would be a positive correlation between

behaviors, and a negative correlation between

self bifing

in

monkeys with SIB.

and socially aggressive

CSF 5-HIAA and

self bidng/socially

aggressive behaviors.

Ethical concerns are always present

when conducting

potentially dangerous or harmful to subjects. Although there

injury

from

social aggression

possibility within the group

between animals

housed

subjects.

research which

was almost no

is

possibility

in individual cages, this certainly

As

of

was a

before mentioned, redirected social

aggression sometimes results in injury, especially to low ranking animals. Additionally,

there

was

also the possibility of

SIB

in

response to the mirror. For these reasons, a
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stipulation

was included

in the protocol

which

stated that if escalating,

and potentially

injurious aggression occurred, either to
the individual being tested or
other subjects, the

trained observer

would terminate

the

trial

by removing the mirror. This condition

provided protection for the subjects and greatly
reduced the potential for harm.

The decision

to use subjects in different housing
contexts

number of reasons. Research

in

animal behavior generally uses the

model. Rhesus monkeys naturally
in size

from

less than ten to

was important

for a

feral condition as a

live in large, multi-male/multi-female
troops ranging

over one hundred members. Self injury and self
aggression

rarely if ever seen in naturalistic environments.

captivity, in general, produces SIB, or if

it is

It

was

is

therefore necessary to determine if

found predominantly

in specific captive

housing conditions. Because there are generally a number of different captive housing
strategies,

we

attempted to sample from more than one of the

possibilities.

We

considered the socially housed harem animals to more closely resemble the naturalistic
condition, while the individually housed animals were less similar.

that

"abnormal" behaviors

in captive

monkeys

(abnormal) cage housing. Whether or not
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widely believed

are the direct result of individual

this is true

unknown.

It is

of SIB and self aggression

is

CHAPTER 2

METHOD

Subjects

The

subjects were 31 adult male rhesus monkeys,
21 of which were housed in

individual cages, and 10 were housed in harem groups in
the breeding colony,

England Regional Primate Research Center (NERPRC)

at the

New

in Southboro, Massachusetts.

For each of the 21 individually housed subjects, prior determinations
were made with
regard to SIB status. Twelve of these males had veterinary records
indicating self injury,
the other nine had no veterinary record of SIB and served as controls.
Each of the 10

harem males was housed
offspring.

in a stable

group including

six to ten females

and

their

Although age and rearing records were inconclusive, the available information

indicated that none of the males

was younger than

5 or older than 14. All

were adults and had experienced a variety of rearing and research

of the males

histories.

Housing

Twelve of the
steel

individually housed subjects lived in 1.45 x .71 x .91

baboon cages, and

the remaining nine lived in 2.13 x 1.17 x 3.05

indoor runs. The individually housed subjects

all

m stainless

m stainless steel

had visual and auditory contact with

other animals. All subjects were provided with various toys and plastic chains as a

standard part of the environmental enrichment program
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at

NERPRC. Those

individuals

in the

baboon cages had pans under

could forage. The monkeys

in the

their cages filled

with

wood shavings

indoor runs were also provided
with

in

which they

wood

shavings on

the floor of their pens.

The harem groups were maintained

in

cement block and

stainless steel chain link

pens with an indoor and an outdoor portion. The
indoor area measured 2.95 x 2.06 x 2.39

m, and the outdoor area measured 2.95 x 3.66 x

2.3

1

m. The animals had continuous

access to both areas via a small swinging door. Both areas
had sitting perches, and the
floors

were covered with wood shavings. The outdoor area was covered
by a roof for

protection from sun and rain, and during the winter months, wind
barriers were erected

surrounding the entire outdoor caging area. All animals were fed monkey
chow twice per
day, and had water available ad

lib.

They received

fruits three

times per week.

Equipment

Two

15.5 x 21.5 inch glass mirrors were used for the mirror data collection. In

order for the observer to be blind to the mirror condition (reflective side open or reflective
side closed),

two mirrors were used, back

to back.

The

subjects were exposed to the

experimental mirror placed closest to their cage, and the observer was only able to see the

back of the second mirror.
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Procednrt^

Baseline

D ata Coller.tinn

A behavioral sample was collected on each of the subjects, using
focal animal sampling technique.

used, divided into 20

possible behaviors

-

fifteen

A five minute modified frequency scoring system was

second intervals (see appendix A). The
presence of 39

was noted during each

number of intervals

in

a block randomized

interval,

and the

which each behavior occurred

final score represented the

(see appendix

B

for definitions of

these categories). Data were collected on the behaviors
of yawn, cage shake, crooktail,
self bite, self grasp, eyepoke, digit suck, hair pull, bounce,
rock, pace, locomotion,
tactile/oral explore, visual explore, forage, self groom, scratch,
self play, self sex, initiate

and receive

rump

threat, aggression, displacement, fear grimace, social

present, mount,

body spasm, moan/lipsmack,

groom, groom present,

social contact,

and social

play.

Those

behavior categories not applicable and therefore omitted for the individually housed
subjects

were the

social behaviors

which required physical contact including

initiate

and

receive displace, social groom, mount, receive aggress, social contact, and social play.

To ensure

visibility

of the harem subjects during the

the groups into the outdoor portion of their cage.

two

feet

The observer

sat outside,

from the outdoor cage. Baseline data were collected from

August, 1996, and a

subjects.

entire five-minute sample,

minimum of 30-five minute samples were

July,

collected

we

approximately

1994 through

on each of the

Six observers collected data over the course of the study, and intermittent

interobserver reliability rates were calculated at no less than 90%.
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closed

Mirror Dat a Collectinn
All of the mirror data were collected
between 10:00

am

and noon. The subject order as

well as mirror condition (open or closed)
were block randomized and counterbalanced.

The data

collection technique for the mirror portion
of the study

was

the

same

as for the

baseline data collection described previously. The
observer was always blind to the

mirror condition. Mirror condition was controlled
by an assistant

who

set the mirror for

the observer before each session, either in the open
condition (monkeys could see the
reflecting side), or closed position

who

sat at

(monkeys saw the back of the

mirror).

observer,

approximately a 45 degree angle behind the mirror, could see
only the back of

the second mirror and not the position (open or closed) of the mirror
the
using.

The

Propped up with a

monkeys' cages, two

feet

were centered

chair, the mirrors

monkeys were

directly in front of the

behind the mesh. Because they were breakable, the mirrors

were always kept out of the monkeys' reach.

At

the beginning of each session, the observer and assistant went to the

determined cage. The assistant

set

up the mirror, and the observer then collected

three

continuous five-minute samples. Because of the close proximity of the cages and the
contagious reactivity sometimes observed under conditions of arousal, only one of the
individually housed subjects per

room was mirror tested

per day.

A total of two

15

minute samples were collected on each of the mirror conditions (open and closed).
Mirror data were collected between September and August, 1996.
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The protocol

stated that if the observer felt
that the animals

were bceoming

excessively aggressive either toward themselves
or others, the session would
be promptly
terminated. In the cases where this occurred,
the

another day.

No

part

of the terminated

trial

was used

trials

was ended and administered on
in the data analysis.

Physiological Data Collection

Physiological data were collected to determine whether there
was a relationship between
the levels

of observed behavioral aggression and physiological

To prevent

unneces.sary stress to the subjects,

housed males
technicians

for physiological

would enter

the

room and simultaneously

one minute of room

harem groups.

In a given building,

the

Two

entry.

more than two

On

the

individually

day of sampling, two

anesthetize the subject(s) with

The procedure was slightly

one harem male was targeted

dilTcreiit in the

for data collection per

technicians entered the pen and separated the male from the females. Once

male was

isolated, he

then processed.

was

anesthetized, immediately

No more than

six animals

was taken from

the cisterna

via venipuncture

minutes and the plasma frozen

MI IPCi, homovanillic

acid

assayed for corticotropin

was brought

magna and immediately

was taken and

(I

at

(AC

put on ice.

Til),

and

5-1

II

to the clinic

put on dry

the group, and
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A

3

ml

t)f

I'o

CSl*

blood sample

\

5

CSI* samples were assayed for

AA concentrations.

Cortisol.

ice.

where

to maintain

The blood was centrifuged within

-40 degrees Celsius.

IVA), and

removed from

were processed on any given day

precision and time constraints. Each subject

drawn

targeted no

samples per room, per day.

telazol, within

day.

we

factors such as serotonin.

Plasma samples were

control for possible time inlluences

on plasma and

CSF

values, time

was kept from

the instant the technicians initially
begar

the capture procedure to the time of
anesthetization and the collection of
blood and
for each subject.

CSF

Data were assayed by Stefan Tiefenbacher
and Jerry Meyer and we

present their data because of its relevance to
aggression.

Data Analysis:
Behavioral Data

In order to obtain information about the effects of SIB
status on mirror reaction, and

about

how

design

individually housed males differentially reacted by
phase,

ANOVA.

Group was used

we used

a mixed

as the between-subjects variable (SIB males, and

control males) and phase (baseline, mirror closed observations, and mirror
open

observations)

was used

harem animals reacted

as the within-subjects variable.

to mirrors,

we used

To

gain information about

how

a within-subjects design with phase (baseline,

mirror closed, mirror open) as the variable.

To determine whether monkeys

habituated to the mirror,

ANOVA for the individually housed subjects.
SIB

status,

closed),

we

used a mixed design

Here the between-subjects variable was

and the within-subjects variables were mirror phase (miiTor open or mirror

and observation block

(first 5

minute period, second 5 minute period, or third

minute period). For the harem subjects a within-subjects design was used with mirror
phase and observation block as the variables.
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5

In addition to the overall behavioral
data,
the

monkeys performed while

behaviors.

Any of the

were interested only

in

we

also scored those behaviors

facing the mirror. These

we

which

called mirror directed

behaviors could be accomplished while
facing the mirror but

yawn,

threat, aggress, self bite,

we

and visual explore which were

indicative of mirror interest or aggression.

Contrasts were used on most of the significant
level variables, in order to determine

ANOVA results which had tri-

where the differences occurred.

Phvsiological Data

Correlations on the behaviors of self bite, aggress, and threat, and the
serotonin

metabolite

5-HIAA were

run to determine

if there

aggression and serotonin.
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was a

relationship between behavioral

CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

General Observations
Overall,

we found that

responded to the mirror but

subjects in each of the various housing
conditions

to differing degrees.

As

expected,

some of the most common

responses to the mirror were aggressive in nature. In addition
to group differences,

we

encountered substantial individual differences with regard to mirror
reaction. In some
cases there

was very

cases there

was extensive

little

interest

and even avoidance of the

social reaction in the

reflective surface, in other

form of threats and yawns.

On three

separate occasions trials had to be terminated due to excessive aggression. This
occurred

with three of the harem groups but with none of the individually housed subjects. Trials

were terminated the moment the observer determined
any animal, and the

trial

was rerun on a

different day.

observed in the presence of the mirror, which caused

that there

potential for

The most common
trial

aggression directed toward other harem group members.
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was

termination,

harm

activity

was physical

to

Individually

Hnnsed

Male<;

Differences in Mirror Reaction Between SIR .n d r.ontml SinKj^.tc

The response of the monkeys
design

to the manipulation

was evaluated by a mixed

ANOVA with SIB status (individually housed males with a veterinary

SIB and individually housed control males)

as the

record of

between subject variable and phase

(baseline, mirror-open, mirror-closed) as the within
subject variable. Table

1

lists all

of

the significant results.

There were relatively few main

SIB

bit

effects

of SIB

As

status.

monkeys with

expected,

themselves more than controls. They also yawned more and displayed a
crooktail

posture less than controls. The data are illustrated in figures
graphically as the interaction of SIB x phase to convey the

1&2 and

displayed

maximum amount of

information.

The phase main

effects yielded information about

how the

individually housed

subjects' behavioral reactions varied across baseline, mirror closed, and mirror open

phases. Contrasts were run on our significant repeated measure results to pinpoint where

the differences occurred. There were both apparatus effects, indicating that the subjects

were simply reacting
table 1),

to the

and mirror open

placement of the apparatus near

effects, indicating that the subjects

the mirror-open condition (denoted by

*m

in table

responded to the presence of an object near

their
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1).

their

cage (denoted by

were reacting

* a in

specifically to

Individually housed

monkeys

cage (apparatus effect) with increased

visual exploration, and decreased
eating.

They

also

showed a

differential reaction to the

mirror (mirror-open effect) by threatening
more and rocking less
to the reflective surface.

mirror effects for threat,

This

effect.

is

when

they were exposed

Although contrasts revealed both significant
apparatus and
it

is

clear that these results are better
explained by the mirror

true because the increase in frequency
of the threats during the mirror open

phase inflated the overall apparatus score. Aggress,
although not significant

was included
and controls

in figure

1

at

any

level,

because of its relevance to the question of
whether SIB subjects

differ in aggressive responses to the mirror.

We were most interested in the interaction of SIB status with phase.
by phase interactions might support the hypothesis

that

monkeys with SIB

Certain SIB

are

more

aggressive than controls. However, there were no significant SIB x phase interactions
indicating that the

SIB and control males did not respond

differently to stimulation.

Mirror Habituation

The

1

5

minute observation period was broken down

into three 5-minute blocks.

A mixed design ANOVA was run to determine whether there was habituation to the
mirror conditions. The between subject variable was SIB status and the within subject
variables were mirror condition (open or closed), and block (1,2, or

effects

in

were analyzed with trend

two ways:

second,

first,

we had an

we

tests.

3).

Significant block

This analysis differed from the previous analysis

only examined the mirror open vs mirror closed condition, and

additional data set consisting of all behavior patterns performed while

facing the mirror. Each of the existing behavioral categories could occur while facing the
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mirror but

we were

interested only in

yawn,

tin-eat,

aggress, self bite, and visnal explc
lore

directed at the mirror because these were
indices of miiror interest and
aggression. All
significant results are listed in table 2.
Significant

minor directed behaviors

are indicated

by *(md).

As was noted

in the original analyses,

monkeys with SIB yawned and

bit

themselves more and crooktailed less than controls. These
effects remained even when
the baseline observation had been removed.

Those behaviors which were
original analysis (identified

by *(m)

significant mirror

in table 1),

in the present analysis. Individually

the mirror

was

in the

open

effects

of phase in the

were the significant mirror main

housed males threatened more and rocked

effects

less while

open condition.

In addition to the general effects of the mirror condition,

we

also gained

information about mirror directed behaviors. These mirror directed behaviors were
scored by circling those instances, during general data collection,

its

behavior toward the mirror. Yawn,

the mirror

was open while

the

and visual exploration

threat,

monkeys were

when

a subject focused

all

increased

oriented toward the mirror. Those

significant results are included in figure 3 along with the general results.
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when

The

significant block

main

effects indicated a general
increase or decrease in

behaviors over the three observation periods
(figures 4&5). Individually
housed monkeys

showed a decrease

in locomotion,

and an increase

in self groom across the
observations.

Visual exploration decreased across the three
observation periods both in the general
and
mirror directed data

.

Self bite

was lowest

in the third observation,

and

threat,

which was

not statistically significant but represented because of
its relevance to aggression,
declined across the three observation periods. The data are
displayed graphically as the
interaction of

SIB x block

to

Yawn was only SIB
yawned more than
yawned

convey the maximum amount of information.

status

x observation interaction

(figure 5).

The SIB

the controls initially, and declined over time while the controls

less initially

and increased over time. By the

control subjects did not differ in

third observation the

SIB and

amount of yawns.

Mirror directed visual explore was the only mirror condition x block
Individually housed subjects directed

mirror while

it

was

in the

more

open condition than when

mirror directed yavm, moanlipsmack, and

interaction.

visual exploration and habituation toward the

it

was closed

There were four significant three way interactions

more than

subjects

(figure 6).

(figure 7).

total active stereotypy.

They were yawn,

SIB subjects yawned

controls in general, and this behavior declined across blocks, both

when

the

mirror was open and closed. Controls yawned less than SIB subjects in general, and
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showed

little

habituation across blocks, both in the
open and closed conditions.

mirror directed interaction of yawn mimicked
the general

moanlipsmack and

total active stereotypy, the

yawn

patterns.

The

With regard

SIB and control subjects appeared

to

to

behave opposite of one another. While the mirror
was open, SIB subjects increased

moanlipsmacking while controls decreased across the
observation blocks. When
mirror

was closed SIB

the blocks. Similarly,

the

subjects decreased and controls increased
moanlipsmacking across

when the

mirror was open SIB subjects decreased while
controls

increased total active stereotypy.

while the controls decreased

When the

mirror was closed SIB subjects increased

total active stereotypy.

Physiological Correlates

Correlations were run with the serotonin metabolite

5-HIAA and

the agonistic

behaviors of self bite, threat, and aggress of the SIB subjects and controls (tables 3&4).

Only one of the
subjects

correlations proved to be significant. Contrary to expectation, control

showed a highly

significant positive correlation

However, there were negative directions
be predicted based on the available

number of variables

are

time to anesthetization.

known to

to

some of the

literature

affect

None of these

of the data have been analyzed and the

between 5-HIAA and aggress.

correlations,

which

is

what would

on serotonin and aggression. Furthermore,

5-HIAA

levels including

body weight,

age, and

variables has yet been parceled out because not

results are preliminary.
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a

all

Socially

Mirror Reactions

The

in

Harem Males

socially living

control group for the

social

Hmwer^ R^r^rn M^W-,

SIB

harem

subjects were used as an additional,

subjects.

more

"naturalistic",

These data were analyzed separately
because of the

enviromnent and resulting differences

in behavior profiles

between socially housed

and individually housed monkeys. The analysis of variance
was a one way within subject
design with phase (baseline, mirror open, mirror closed)
as the variable. Table 5

of the significant

results.

lists all

Contrasts were again run to determine where
the differences

occurred and are indicated by *(a) for apparatus effects and *(m) for
mirror open effects
in table 5.

The harem males engaged

in

many

different forms of agonistic behavior in

reaction to seeing their image in a mirror resulting in numerous significant phase main
effects (figures 8&9).

They

threatened, aggressed, crooktailed, moanlipsmacked, and

more cageshaking while

engaged

in

of threat

in individually

the mirror

was open. As seen with

housed subjects, although some behaviors were

the phase effect

identified as both

apparatus and mirror effects, they can better be explained by mirror open

effect.

Significant effects were also detected for self groom and scratch such that they decreased

while the mirror was open. Self bite, though not significant, was

illustrated

because of its

relevance to the research question and was highest during the mirror open phase. Rock,

locomotion,

eat,

and

self sex decreased while the apparatus

was present regardless of the

position of the mirror, open or closed. In fact, rock and self sex disappeared entirely
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while the apparatus was in place. In contrast,
social contact increased while the
apparatus

was

in place.

Mirror Habituation

A two way within subject ANOVA was run on the harem animals to determine

if

they habituated to the mirror. The within subject
variables were mirror condition (open
or closed) and block (1,2, or 3). Significant effects of
block were analyzed with trend
tests.

The

results

of these analyses are

listed in table 6.

Again, those significant

behaviors directed toward the mirror are denoted as *(md).

The
by *(m)
analysis.

engaged

significant mirror

in table 5),

Harem
in

effects in the previous analysis (identified

were the significant mirror condition main

effects in the present

subjects threatened, crooktailed, aggressed, moanlipsmacked, and

more cageshaking when

groomed, and scratched

The

open phase main

the mirror

was

in the

open condition, and

self

less.

significant mirror directed results of mirror condition indicated differences in

those behaviors which the

monkeys

threats, aggression, self biting,

condition while the

oriented directly at the mirror (figure 10). Yawns,

and visual exploration

monkeys were

all

went up

in the mirror

open

oriented toward the mirror. Figure 10 illustrates both

the general and mirror directed significant effects.
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The

significant blocic

main

effects indicate either a general
increase or decrease

across the observation blocks (figure
11). Moanlipsmack and locomotion
decreased in

frequency across the three blocks, but self groom
increased.

Again,

we

looked

at

both regular modified frequency data as
well as data directed

to the mirror (figure 12).

The mirror

moanlipsmack decreased

in

frequency across the three observations,

stereotypy disappeared after the

second

directed data suggest that crooktail and

first five

total active

minute block, and self bite appeared only

in the

interval.

There were three mirror condition x block interactions
decreased steadily across

all

mirror closed condition.

Mount occurred only

(figure

1

3).

Moanlipsmack

three of the mirror open blocks and did not occur in the

in the third

block of the mirror open

condifion and declined in the mirror closed condition. Self bite only occurred in the

second interval of the mirror open condition and did not occur in the mirror closed
condition at

all.

Commonalities and Differences
Mirror Directed Threats
All of the previous analyses directly compared the individually housed SIB and

control subjects and subsequently

of mirror directed

threats,

we

compared them

directly

compared
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to the

all

harem

subjects. In the analysis

three of our groups. Using the regular

modified frequency data,
threat while the mirror

subject

we were

directed to their

own

calculated the

was open.

showed a mirror

calculations

we

able to

was open. From

compute a proportion representing

mirror image divided by the

more tension

subject

showed a

We then also computed the mean number of times

directed threat, while the miiror

gave us some insight suggesting
threats (e.g.

mean number of times each

to

the

each

these two

number of threats

number of threats. These data

total

what each subject was reacting during
episodes of

specifically to image).

The

according to group, SIB, control, or harem (figure

subjects' scores

were then averaged

14).

A one way between subject ANOVA was run to determine if these proportional
differences between the groups were significant.

though

it

The

effect

was not

significant even

appears that socially housed subjects directed more of their threatening time

toward their

own

mirror images than did the individually housed subjects.
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gnificant

BEHAVIOR
yawn

ANOVA results of SIB status x phase in singly housed
SIB

PHASE

males.

SIB X

10.29
(.0050)

crooktail

9.98
(.0050)

selfbite

13.46
(.0020)

threat

5.46 *(a,m)
(.0080)

rock

4.04 *(m)
(.0260)

visual exploration

11.14 *(a)
(.0002)

eat

5.22 *(a)
(.0100)

*
*

a = apparatus effect (comparison between baseline with 2 mirror conditions
= mirror effect (comparison between mirror open and mirror closed).

m
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PHASE

Agonistic Behaviors
1.5-,

baseline

s
o ^
c
o o
= &
c o
<D

U.

mirror-closed
1.0-

mirror-open

0.5-

0.0-i

u

SIB

Control
Cc

SIB

threat (+)

Control

aggress (ns)

Agonistic Behaviors
baseline

mirror-closed

mirror-open

yawn

Figure

1

.

Significant

crook

(*)

SIB and phase

effects

(*)

of agonistic behaviors in singly housed males.

= significant SIB main effect
(+) = significant phase main effect
(x) = significant SIB x phase interaction
(ns) = not significant
(*)
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Abnormal Behaviors
0.8^

baseline
mirror-closed

mirror-open

SIB

Control

SIB

selfbite (*)

Conti
Control

rock

(+)

Environmentally Directed
Behaviors
baseline
mirror-closed

mirror-open

SIB

SIB

Control

visex (+)

Figure

2. Significant

eat (+)

SIB and phase

effects

of abnormal and environmentally directed

behaviors in singly housed males.

(*)

=

significant

SIB main

(+)

significant phase

(x)

significant

(ns)

=

effects

main

SIB x phase

Control

effects

interactions

not significant
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le

2.

Significant

Behavior

yawn

ANOVA results of SIB x mirror x observation

SIB
1

1

Mirror

Block

SxM

in

singly housed

SxB

MxB

SxMxB

.jy
3.71

3.53

(.0339)

(.0394)

(.0032)

yuwn

1

.

/O

3.56

*(md)

(.0121)

threat

o.Uo

(.0384)

(.0234)

—

(hrpat

*(md)
L/l

UUKld.1

(.0323)

—

V.J J

(.0060)
lllUd.ll lip

7.09
(.0024)
dCl 1 Ul IC

1

J.Z J

(.0010)

rock

—

3.34
(.0460)
4.

/

(.0428)
lunjiiioie

10.24

(.0003)

visex

5.40

(.0086)

visex

JJ.UO

53.73

*(nid)

(.0001)

(.0001)

seiigrouni

J.v

29.

1

(.0001)

/

(.0272)
tot.

3.56

active

(.0383)

(*md=mirror

directed).
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Yawn

(general)

Yawn

(mirror directed)

I

£

—

S" 2.

I

mirror-closed

mirror-open

Mi

Jl

Controls

Threat (general)

Controls

Threat (mirror directed)
]

mirror-closed

I

mirror-open

I

I

mirror-closed

mirror-open

c

sr
u-

I

0 5

Controls

Visual Explore (general)

Figure

3.

Visual Explore (mirror directed)

Significant general and mirror directed effects of mirror condition in singly

housed males.
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Agonistic

& Abnormal

Behaviors
1.01

"D
0)

IE

>*

o
c
o o
3
c o
(0
0)

u.

2

0.8-

3
0.6-

0.4-

0.2-

0.0

SIB

threat (ns)

control

selfblte (b)

Exploratory Behaviors
1

2
3

1

SIB

SIB

control

loco (b)

Figure

4. Significant agonistic,

control

selfgroom

(b)

abnormal, and exploratory block main effects in singly

housed males.

= block main effect
(SxB) = SIB by block interaction
(ns) = not significant
(b)
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Visual Explore
20^

mirror directed (b)

general (b)

Yawn

control

(SxB)
Figure

5.

in singly

Significant visual explore block

main

housed males.

= block main effect
(SxB) = SIB by block interaction
(ns) = not significant
(b)
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effects

& yawn SIB by block interactions

Visual Explore

(MxO)
gure

6.

Significant mirror condition x bloclc interaction in
singly housed males.
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Yawn -General
YavwiatMiTor

-36 (mo)
-Canlrol(tT>o)

--StB(rTKi)

-9B(n>c)

-*-CQrtrcls(rtvo)

-Qr<rci(mc)

-°-9B(nvc)
Controls (nvc)

2

1

3

Obeervabon NuTter
Observation NiiTter

Total Active Stereotypy

MoarVLipsmack

-^aB(n>o)

-3B(mo)

-*- Control (mo)

-Control

-o-3B(rT>c)

-3B(mc)

Control

-Coftd(rT>c)

(mc)

Otservstion

Figure

7.

Significant three

way

total active stereotypy in singly

(m-o)

= mirror

open, (m-c)

interactions of yawn,

housed males,

= mirror

(mo)

closed.
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yawn

Nmter

at mirror,

moanlipsmack and

Table

Coirelation matrix of

3.

SELF-BITE

5-HIAA and

aggressive behaviors in SIB subjects.

THREAT

HIAA

AGGRESS

(mirror)

SELF-BITE (m)

1.000

THREAT

0.105

1.000

HIAA

-0.055

-0.232

1.000

AGGRESS

0.483

-0.106

.037

Table

4.

1.000

Correlation matrix of 5-HIAA and aggressive behaviors in control
subjects.

SELF-BITE

THREAT

HIAA

AGGRESS

(mirror)

SELF-BITE (m)

1.000

THREAT

0.020

1.000

HIAA

-0.261

0.062

1.000

AGGRESS

-0.123

0.182

.739
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1.000

5.

Significant

ANOVA and contrast results of phase main effects in harem

BEHAVIOR

PHASE

Threat

13.55 *(a,m)
(.0003)

Aggress

6.73 *(a,m)
(.0066)

Crooktail

8.42 *(a,m)
(.0026)

Moanlipsmack

7.51 *(a,m)

(.0042)

Cageshake

11.78 *(a,m)
(.0005)

Rock

3.62 *(a)
(.0478)

Selfgroom

6.53 *(m)
(.0074)

Scratch

11.78 *(a,m)
(.0005)

Selfsex

4.49 *(a)
(.0261)

Locomotion

4.89 *(a)
(.0202)

Social Contact

4.98 *(a)
(.0190)

8.76 *(a)

Eat

(.0022)

= apparatus effect (comparison between baseline with 2 mirror conditions)
*(m) = mirror effect (comparison between mirror open and mirror closed).

*(a)
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males.

Agonistic Behaviors

Agonistic Behaviors
baseline
]

mirror-closed

I

mirror-open

Behaviors
Figure

8.

Significant phase

main

effects

of agonistic behaviors
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in

harem males.

Abnormal Behaviors
0.4

o
IE
~
D

O

baseline

O
c

mirror-closed

mirror-open

0)

II
TO
0)

0.3-

0.2

1-

U.

0.1

0.0'

rock

selfbite (ns)

Behaviors

Self Exploratory Behaviors
baseline
mirror-closed

mirror-open

sifgrm

scratch

selfsex

Behaviors

Other Behaviors

loco

soccon

eat

Behaviors

Figure

9.

Significant phase

in

harem males.

ns

=

main

effects of abnormal, self exploratory,

not significant
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& other behaviors

6.

Significant

ANOVA results of mirror condition x block in harem males.

BEHAVIORS
yawn *(md)

MIRROR

BLOCK

MxB

5.15

(.0281)
threat

35.62
(.0001)

threat

*(md)

29.50
(.0001)

aggress

11.21

(.0017)

aggress *(md)

10.20
(.0026)

crooktail

21.56
(.0001)

moanlipsmack

cageshake

10.82

3.44

(.0020)

(.0408)

28.96
(.0001)

selfbite

*(md)

locomotion

3.27

3.27

(.0471)

(.0471)

5.92

(.0052)
visual explore *(md)

16.53

(.0002)
1

sell

groom

27.16

3.30

(.0001)

(.0459)

15.17

scratch

(.0003)

(*md - mirror

directed).
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Agonistic Behaviors (general)

Agonistic Behaviors
(mirror directed)
]

mirror-closed

I

mirror-open

CD mirror-closed
mirror-open

Abnormal Behaviors

(general)

m
teHbKe

Abnormal Behaviors
(mirror directed)
3

mirror-Closed

I

mirror-open

]nnjrror-cloud
I mlrror-op«n

(nt)

MifbH*

Exploratory Behaviors

Exploratory Behaviors

(general)

(mirror directed)

visual axpior* (ns)

vitual axplora

Figure 10. Significant mirror condition main effects for mirror directed behaviors

harem males.
(ns)

= not

significant
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in

Effect of Block

obs1

obs2
obs3

O

0)

4

I
I

2-

moanlip

.01

loco

sifgrm

Behaviors
Figure

1 1

.

Significant block

main

effects in

harem males.
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Effect of Block

on Mirror

Directed Behaviors
2.5^

^obs1
l=]obs2

IHobsS

crooktail

moanlip

selfbite

totact

Behaviors

Figure 12. Significant block main effects of mirror directed behaviors in harem
males.
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Moanlipsmack
Mirror-open
Mirror-closed

Observation Number

Figure 13. Significant mirror directed mirror condition x block interactions of harem
males.
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% of Threats

Directed to Mirror

100^

™

Threats

Figure 14. Group differences in

% of threats directed to mirror.
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Harem

CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

A summary of the results suggests a number of noteworthy
introduction of a mirror to male rhesus

what would be expected toward a
a

more

monkeys increased

stranger.

As

points.

predicted,

agonistic behaviors, similar to

However, exposure

to a mirror did not cause

intense aggressive response in SIB subjects, nor
a significant increase in self

injurious behaviors. In fact, the largest aggressive
response to the mirror

by the harem males. Habituation

to the mirror

was observed,

was displayed

indicated by decreases in

mirror directed behaviors and increases in non-mirror directed
behaviors. However,

monkeys with SIB did not

take longer to habituate than controls. Finally,

find significant negative correlations between

5-HIAA and

we

failed to

several different indices of

social aggression or self aggression. Paradoxically, our individually

housed control

males showed a significant posifive correlation between 5-HIAA and aggression.

Overall Mirror Reactions

Phase main effects clearly indicated

that the subjects

presence of the mirror than during baseline. In

fact,

behaved differently

many of the

in the

significant aggressive

behaviors were mirror open effects suggesting that the monkeys were agonistically

aroused by the sight of their reflections. Our aim of creating an aggression inducing
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situation

was apparently

successful, and

reaction differences between

it

was

SIB subjects and

therefore then possible to further
explore
controls.

Differences Between SIR and Cnntr^i
SubjrrTp

The

original questions of this study sought to

between social aggression and
subjects be

more

self injurious behavior.

More

is

a relationship

specifically,

would SIB

likely than controls to exhibit heightened
aggressive reactions to their

mirror reflections, and would mirror exposure
results lead to a

examine whether there

somewhat

elicit self biting in

different conclusion. Differences

subjects, in their reactions to the mirror,

would have been

SIB monkeys were generally more aggressive than

these SIB subjects.

between SIB and control

illustrated

controls,

The

and

if

by

interactions. If

seeing a stranger

served as a trigger for self biting in SIB monkeys, the SIB subjects
should have shown
not only higher baseline levels of these behaviors, but also a significantly
larger increase

than controls in these behaviors

when the

mirror was open.

interactions for aggressive or other kinds of behaviors.

We did not find any

We therefore must conclude that

the overall differences between our individually housed SIB and control subjects were
not

very impressive, and differences in their mirror reactions were non-existent.

There were few overall differences between SIB subjects and similarly housed
controls.

The main

controls.

Yawning, often occurs during aggressive episodes

findings were that SIB subjects self bit and

weapons. However,

this

behavior

is

yawned more than

as a

means

to

expose

also demonstrated in various other situations such as
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when an animal

is

nervous or

tired.

It is

therefore difficuh to say anything
about the

significance of this behavior other than
that

it is

sometimes related

to agonism.

With

regard to self biting, the fact that SIB
subjects engaged in this behavior
with greater

frequency than the controls was expected
considering that

monkeys
It

injure themselves. In fact,

it

would have been

it is

the

method

which

in

surprising not to find this result.

should be noted that although SIB subjects
displayed significantly more self biting
than

controls, a small percentage of controls also

engaged

consistent with our survey data in which

identify not only

a small

number of controls

Self biting behavior

we

that bite themselves but

is

this behavior.

do not

These findings are

monkeys with SIB but

also

injure themselves.

not restricted to individually housed SIB subjects,

it is

observed in various types of laboratory housing and has also been infrequently
reported
in naturalistic living environments. This

that both individually

was observed

in our study evident

by the

housed controls and socially housed harem subjects engaged

some degree of self biting. One of the

difficulties in interprefing self biting is that

fact

in

it

can

occur in a number of different circumstances. For instance, some monkeys show what
called a "hand-in-the-mouth threat". This

although

would

communicative context and does not involve
behaviors,

technically be considered self biting,

not generally considered to be pathological because

it is

we

is

it

occurs in a

self injury. In studying self injurious

determined our group assignments based on veterinary records and not

simply by incidence of self biting.

Some

animals

who

very infi:equently bit had

veterinary records and were assigned to the SIB group, while
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some

controls frequently bit

themselves but didn't

inflict

enough damage

to warrant medical attention.

veterinary records as the gauge to identifying
self-injurors

pathology. Future studies

of biting, in addition

may be more

immediate

to veterinary record, as the starting
point

from which

may be more

to study

alarming

initially

and

attention, high rates of self biting or biting
in response to

environmental stressors
being,

step in studying this

first

discriminating, using frequency or
circumstance

behavioral pathology. Although medical emergencies
dictate

was a

Using

may imply

a chronic problem concerning psychological
well-

which can also have devastating

effects.

Habituation

Based on previous

studies,

monkeys

generally display an eventual decline in

mirror interest (Gallup, Wallnau, and Suarez, 1980). This could be demonstrated
by a
decline in mirror directed activities such as visual exploration or threat, or an increase
in

non-mirror directed

activities

such as foraging or play behavior.

results that habituation to the mirror did occur to

The notable habituation
moanlipsmack, self-groom, and

some

effects for our subjects

threat.

The

It is

apparent from our

degree.

were those of visual exploration,

individually housed subjects

showed a

decline in visual exploration in both the regular modified frequency data and in the mirror

directed data indicating decreasing interest in the mirror.

The harem

drop in moanlipsmack across each of the three observations
mirror directed data. Because moanlipsmack

is
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subjects displayed a

in both the general

and

often observed in aggressive or

affiliative situations,

it

may

A

decreasingly provoking.

indicate that the

steady increase

harem subjects perceived the mirror
be

was

also observed in self grooming,
by both

groups, which could be explained by a
greater focus of attention toward
behaviors that
did not concern the mirror. Lastly, a
non-significant decreasing trend
three observation blocks

was

m threats across the

also found in both groups
suggesting a decrease in

perceived threat. These results clearly demonstrate
that there was some rate of
habituation or decline in interest toward the mirror.

The question of specific

interest

was whether SIB monkeys would

habituation to the mirror than controls. Three
there

were differences

in habituation

difficult to interpret

we

did get a few three

would

tell

way

interactions, they

in the

SIB subjects was higher than

and habituated across the observation blocks, whereas yawning

did not. If yawning

is

us whether

because the specific behaviors were not necessarily indicative

of aggression. Generally speaking, yawning
controls,

interactions

between SIB and control subjects when they

encountered their reflections. Although

were

way

exhibit slower

an indication of tension,

it

in the

in the controls

appears that the SIB subjects grew less

tense the longer they were exposed to the mirror while controls showed less habituation.

Moanlipsmacking and

The SIB

subjects

total active stereotypy

showed increasing

blocks, while the mirror

The

controls

stereotypy.

showed

were also

interesting three

way

interactions.

levels of moanlipsmacking across observation

was open, and decreasing

the exact opposite.

levels while the mirror

The opposite trend was

SIB subjects showed decreasing

true

was

closed.

of total active

active stereotypy in response to the mirror
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open, and increasing active stereotypy
while the mirror was closed. Again,
the controls

showed

the opposite response.

It is

difficult to

determine what these behaviors reflect

in

terms of their habituation considering that they
increase during one mirror condition
but
decrease in the other.

What

stands out

is

that

SIB subjects and controls behaved

differently.

An

important issue to consider with regarding to mirror
habituation concerns

much exposure
open mirror

required for habituation to occur. These subjects
were exposed to the

for a total of

This very well

studies

is

may

30 minutes, broken down

not be enough time for

which report

into

two separate

more obvious habituation

1

5

minute segments.

to occur. In other

habituation, the subjects are often exposed to the mirror for

longer periods of time, sometimes years (Gallup

& Suarez,

saturate the subjects with exposure because our intention

challenge.

how

1991).

was

much

We did not want to

for the manipulation to be a

Therefore, the scarcity of significant results does not confirm that more

convincing habituation would not occur given more exposure. Thirty minutes

may

simply not have been enough time.

Physiological Correlates

The physiological data revealed no

HIAA

significant negative correlations

between

5-

and social or self aggressive behaviors. Other researchers have repeatedly found

significant negative correlations

behavior and

5-HIAA

(Higley et

between inappropriate aggressive and impulsive

al.,

1992,

Mehlman
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et al., 1994).

The

lack of

significance here

First,

we

may

be due to a number of factors
relating to accuracy and power.

only have physiological data on our
21 individually housed subjects,
the data on

our ten harem subjects have yet to be
processed. Secondly,
physiological sample per subject. This

between 5-HIAA and aggression
correlations not only have

more

may

in our control males. Studies

subjects, but also

which report

have multiple physiological samples

may be

attributable to these

become a

of our analysis, and perhaps the currently weak
correlation

Data from harem males allow us
that individually

housed animals gave

will

individually housed subjects.

The

Siihj ert<;

to put into perspective the nature of the response

to the mirror.

housed animals, we would have

Without information from the

difficulty interpreting the data

results

from the

of the mirror data analyses revealed some

interesting findings with regard to group differences.

As

it

turned out, the main

distinction

between our subjects was along the parameter of housing condition.

Compared

to the socially

housed males, individually housed males showed a dampened

mirror response. Although there were some

many more

order

significant one.

Differences Between T ndividuallv and Socially Housed

socially

significant

We intend to continue physiological sampling with our subjects in

to increase the strength

eventually

only one

account for the positive correlation
found

per subject. Together, the lack of meaningful results

shortcomings.

we have

common themes, harem

subjects

showed

behaviors which significantly differed while the mirror was open than the

individually housed males, indicating a greater overall reaction. This
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was

especially true

of the aggressive behaviors. This finding

is

not entirely surprising, considering
the

opportunistic qualities of agonism within
social groups, but

In general, the

harem animals exhibited many more

it

was not

predicted.

agonistic reactions to the

miiTor than the individually housed subjects.
All of the significant agonistic
behaviors

were mirror open

effects indicating that the animals

were reacting aggressively

to the

mirror images, most likely perceived as strangers.
Both individually and socially housed
subjects exhibited significant increase in threat to the
open mirror. However, the

frequency of mirror open threats was more than twice as high
in the socially housed
subjects than those individually housed.

Harem animals

also exhibited significant

increases in aggress, crooktail, moanlipsmack, and cageshake during
the mirror open

phase which the individually housed subjects failed to show. All of these
behaviors are
typical during an encounter with an unfamiliar animal and involved in
agonism.

It

appears that the harem subjects were more aroused than the individually housed subjects
as indicated

by the

larger

number of aggression

significant increases during the mirror

Due

related behaviors

which showed

open phase.

to differences in behavioral repertoires, the individually

and socially housed

animals' data were analyzed separately and subsequently compared. The one direct

comparison made between individually and

socially

housed subjects' mirror reactions

yielded an interesting outcome. The proportion of mirror directed threats, while the

mirror was open, was higher for the socially housed subjects than for the individually
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housed subjects. Though
it still

gives us

some

between groups was not

statistically significant,

indication that the socially housed
subjects spent

threatening time focused

other words, the

this difference

harem

on

their reflections than the individually

subjects were

more

heightened reaction of the harem males

is

more of their

housed

subjects. In

often threatening the "stranger".

most

likely a direct result

The

of their housing and

perhaps a "hard wired" reaction to the prospect of losing
the very important resource of
fertile

females which directly influences reproductive success.

General Conclusions

The

greater degree of mirror influenced aggression, of the

harem animals,

is

not

surprising considering that they live socially, are accustomed to a larger
range of

aggression, and actively engage in

more

social monitoring

on a daily

basis.

The

aggressive behavior of the individually housed subjects, observed to a lesser degree,

should not be unexpected either considering that they have a physically restricted
capacity for aggression.

The need

hierarchies are created even within

for social order is so strong in rhesus society that

rooms of singly housed monkeys. Although they

cannot physically enforce the established order, certain individuals are obviously

dominant while others are subordinate.

An alternative explanation of the differences in

aggression observed between the socially and individually housed subjects

may

involve

an overall dampening of affect. The uncharacteristic nature of single housing may be so
contrary to the inherent

makeup of rhesus monkeys
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that

it

may

alter their instincts to

react.

If this

were the

case,

it

would have

far reaching

imphcations for the greater

research community, not only in terms
of behavior but physiological reactions
as well.

In light our resuhs,

it is

necessary to consider what

injurious behavior with respect to our sample,
and

can be made.

what more

about self

far reaching generalizations

We cannot discount some of the SIB hypotheses described earlier

self stimulation, frustration, or pain. Nevertheless,

subjects

we can conclude

were more aggressive than

controls,

we

specifically asked

and whether

such as

whether SIB

self injurious behavior is a

maladaptive form of social aggression. To answer these questions
with a decisive yes,

would have been necessary
SIB

to see higher levels of aggressive response to the
mirror in our

subjects, self biting triggered

the mirror

by SIB

by the mirror

subjects, positive correlations

in the

SIB

between

subjects, slower habituation to

self biting

and aggressive

behaviors, as well as negative correlations between aggressive behaviors and serotonin
metabolites. This

socially

we

did not find. The most observable differences were between

and individually housed subjects but not between SIBs and

It

controls.

appears that the harem subjects had quite a robust response to the mirror

challenge while the individually housed animals displayed a more subdued reaction by

comparison.

It is

possible that a mirror challenge

individually housed subjects to

show a

was an

insufficient stimulation for

strong aggressive response.

response more similar to the socially housed harem subjects,

likely to see a differences

it

between SIBs and

controls,
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and

Had they shown

a

we may have been more

to determine

whether the

aggression

may have

of this notion

is

in

eUcited a significant increase in self
biting. However, the
HkeUhood

some ways

doubtflil.

If the theory suggests that

self bite because they are hyper-aggressive

that

monkeys with SIB

and lack impulse control, then

any aggressive arousal would cause a heightened

reaction.

it

would seem

We know that the

individually housed subjects were aroused
during the mirror challenge because
they

showed

significantly

closed or baseline.

It

more

threats during the mirror

open condition than during the mirror

therefore seems that if SIB subjects were
actually

more aggressive

than controls, this would have been evident during mirror
exposure. Additionally,
there

was a

relationship between aggression and self-injurious
behaviors, this too should

have become

and

if

clear.

The

current data suggest that SIB animals are not
hyper-aggressive

that self injurious behaviors are not related to social
aggression.

few behavioral or physiological

differences between

Our data revealed

SIB and control groups.

Future modifications of this procedure will address the issue of unequal exposure
to the threatening stimulus.

It

was noted

some

that

individuals were reliably interested in

the mirror and actively engaged in social responding to their images. Other subjects
retreated to far

those subjects

comers of their cages and ignored or avoided the apparatus. Obviously,

who

repeatedly threatened the mirror received a higher frequency of threats

in return. Interested subjects therefore received

to provide equivalent exposure

by displaying

more

stimulation. In the future,

we plan

identical threatening sequences to all

subjects via projected or video images. This will allow us to control for exposure
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differences and

more

social aggression

accurately determine whether a
relationship does exist between

and SIB.
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APPENDIX A

DATA SHEET FOR INDIVIDUALLY HOUSED MALES
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APPENDIX B

DATA SHEET FOR SOCIALLY HOUSED HAREM
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MALES

APPENDIX C

BEHAVIORAL ETHOGRAM
NON-SOCIAL CATEGORIES
Locomotion:

two directed

Vocalization:

whenever the monkeys produce a sound including

steps in the horizontal and/or vertical
plane.

shrill bark, screeches,

Yawn:

coo-call grunts, barks

and screams.

a slow opening of the mouth to an extremely wide
position, exposing the
^

teeth.

Passive Visual Exploration: animal

is sitting

or standing motionless by itself with eyes

open.

Tactile/Oral Exploration: any tactile or oral manipulation of the cage
environment
excluding contact with another animal. This category is strictly
non-social.

Forage:

picking through and possibly eating shavings.

Self-Play:

any

repetitive activity that involves a toy or part of the cage.

self-play include swinging

from chain, throwing,

Examples of

tossing, banging, or

rubbing objects on floor or mesh.

Self-Groom:

any picking, scraping, spreading,
own body hair.

Scratch:

vigorous strokes of the hair with the fingernails or toenails.

Self-Sex:

any oral or

tactile

licking, or

mouth-picking of an animal's

manipulation of the genitals not involving grooming of

them.

PASSIVE STEREOTYPY
Eye-Poke:

placing a finger into the eye, yet not to cause injury.

Digit-Suck:

sucking on fingers or toes.

Hair-Pull:

pulling with the fingers or with the teeth tufts of hair from one's

and chewing or swallowing

it.
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own body

Self-Grasp:

grabbing or holding onto a part of one's
onto their arms or legs or sometimes

hpsmackmg. This behavior

own

body. Most animals hold

across their stomach during

also

sometimes precedes

self-bite.

ACTIVE STEREOTYPY
Bounce:

an up and down motion involving
movement of the
durmg tension and pacing.

Rock:

a back and forth

feet

are stationary. Seen

Body-Flip:

back

flips

feet,

seen most often

movement of the upper body

similar to bounce yet the
most often during tension and pacing.

involving grabbing the top of the cage and
flipping the body

through the arms.
Pace:

a repetitive, ritualized pattern of movement usually
involving circling the
cage. An animal may exhibit other stereotypies such
as head tossing or

rocking during this behavior.

AFFILIATIVE BEHAVIORS

Rump

Present: a posture involving a stance on

and the

tail raised.

all

fours with the hind quarters elevated

Animals may sometimes put

their

head between

their

legs.

Presents:

several postures are often used to solicit grooming; neck present involves a
lifting of the chin thereby exposing the neck, flank or belly presents
consist of exposing these

body surfaces

in

exaggerated ways to other

animals.

Moan/Lipsmack: pursing the lips together (fish face) and moving them together to
produce a smacking sound. Often observed during agonistic encounters.

AGONISTIC BEHAVIORS
Threat:

a complex behavioral signal involving elements such as an open mouth
stare

with teeth partially exposed, eyebrows

lifted, ears flattened

or

flapping, rigid body posture, and piloerection. Although all of these
components may be present in a threat, they seldom are in reality. Threats

are usually modified in familiar animals to just a stare or raised eyebrows.

Aggress:

behavior involving attack of another animal or most likely in the case of
individually housed animals, an object.
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Crooktail:

a strutting type of locomotion in
which the

tail is

curled at the end.

held high in the air and

Fear Grimace: a grin-like facial expression
involving the retraction of the
clenched teeth. May be accompanied with

body

lips

exposing

flattened ears, stiff huddled

posture,

and screech vocalizations.

Body Spasm: a quick shake of the body, not to be confused
with a possible
Most often seen as an almost threat or in response
to

self-groom

a strange noise.

Cage Shake:

any vigorous shaking of the cage. Animal may
perch
mesh and vigorously rock the cage, or jump onto the
bounce against the opposite walls creating a

shelf, or

at the top

of the

shelf and rock the
lot

of noise.

SELF-AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIORS
Self-Bite:

any vigorous biting of one's own body. Bites are usually
concentrated to
the arms, fingers, feet, or legs. Certain animals have
preferred targets for
abuse.

SOCIAL BEHAVIORS
Displace:

involves takeover of an object, activity, or position of one animal by
another. During the displacement, the displacer must touch the displacee
or

come

within two

feet.

The

displacer generally takes up the vacated

position, activity, or object.

Social Contact: any physical contact of a passive nature not involving grooming, sex,
aggression, or play. Physical contact means actual touching or within a

loose

Social

Groom: any
hair

Mount:

monkey arm's

length.

picking, scraping, spreading,

mouth

picking, or licking of an animal's

by another animal.

a posture in which an animal grabs the hind legs of another animal with
his

own

hind feet (double foot clasp) and places

back of the

recipient.
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its

hands on the lower

.
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